KUCHING OLD BAZAAR TRADITIONAL STREET FOOD

古晋老巴刹美食

HAINANESE FOOD 海南美食

KOLDO MEE 哥罗面

This very popular street food could be found in the Old Bazaar as early as the 1910s. Thin egg noodles are blackened then tossed in shallot oil, light soy sauce, fish sauce and other seasonings, then served with minced pork and char siew (sliced pork) slices.

KUCHING'S Javanese community has existed since the early 19th century. The local version of Mee Jawa consists of blanched yellow egg noodles topped with tofu puffs, beef, bean sprouts and hard-boiled egg, drenched in a potato or sweet potato-based sauce, garnished with chilli, coriander leaves and fried shallots and served with satay.